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MUSICAL NUMBERS

13 / Becoming A Man
The Lamest Place In The World
Hey Kendra
Get Me What I Need
What It Means To Be A Friend
All Hail The Brain / Terminal Illness
Getting Ready
Bad Bad News
Tell Her
It Can’t Be True
If That’s What It Is
A Little More Homework
Brand New You

The production runs at 90 minutes; there is no interval
Like many shows apparently about children, 13 couldn’t work unless it accurately reflected the wider world of the human heart. Inside 13’s high school shapes and teenage tantrums lie sweet and bitter truths about love, friendship and growing (up.) One of the pleasures of working on a very new show is that each week my favourite moment alters - for a while the melody on the bridge in ‘Tell Her’, for a moment the Catholic / Jew dialogue and its subsequent song ‘The Lamest Place In The World’, next the sugary self-help of ‘A Little More Homework’...

The constant through this and many other processes here has been Claire Gammon. Claire found 13. Claire led the road. Working with Claire has been a constant pleasure, challenge and inspiration since I arrived at Bedales in September 2010. She leaves us now to start a new life in Sydney with Gareth and their three children. We will miss them all and I particularly will miss Claire, her talent, her enthusiasm and her company. My memories of Claire include her extraordinary work on Cabaret, discovering Homemade Fusion and 13 together, a friend who brooks no compromise, who knows her London, her liquor and her life.

We wish all the Gammons well and with love and thanks hope to see them all down the road some day.

Thank you Claire.

Jay

Neil : And lo! Last evening/day now and you like it more each run or find something I end nagging over! So it’s HUGE thanks. x J

“I do love this stuff now?!? What have you done to me?!?!?!” Neil Hornsby, 15 May 2013